by Bob Higgins
Former Under-secretary of the Air
force, Townsend Hoopes said last night
that the United States must face up
to "problems of power that it has made in one
small corner of the world" and proceed
from this realization to establish a foreign
policy which "avoids military intervention like the plague."

Hoopes, author of Limits of In-
tervention, asserted that the United States could be
from three lessons from its in-
volvement in Indochina:

-That there are definite limits to the
amount of help that an outside major
power can give to a weak and backward
nation.

-That the form of government adopted
by a developing nation can be determined
only by the people who live there.

"...and proceed
to "particular
reasons, such as the one in Indochina, by
the "broad national consciousness of a
Communist threat" throughout the
fifties and early sixties.

Contending that the executive branch of
government asserted full control over the
military at that time, while Congress
remained relatively helpless, Hoopes em-
phazized that the basic reason for U.S.
involvement was the widespread
national consciousness of a Communist
threat. The popularity of this sentiment throughout the
twenty two decades has forced the U.S. Chief
Executives into a military conflict which
Hoopes said is "potentially disastrous."

Hoopes lashed out at numerous ad-
ministrative decisions, calling President
Nixon a "prisoner of his cold war
dream."

The former member of the
Truman, Kennedy, and Johnson ad-
ministrations blasted the Vietnamization
policy by saying it could never end the
war. Hoopes said the U.S. will also need to
the need for 150,000 to 200,000 United States
troops to maintain Nixon's idea of a just
peace.

Hoopes pointed out that the president is
"continuing to pass the buck. While he simultaneously withdraws
troops," this, Hoopes asserted, is an example of the "bold deception" that
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GSU holds executive elections
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by Don Raane
OBSERVER Managing Editor

The Graduate Student Union, which was threatened with
dissolution when so one filed a petition for its presidency by
March 5, will hold its elections today at a meeting of the
Graduate Student Council in the Library Auditorium at 12:45 p.m.

Current G.S.U. President Bob Lattner announced that he will be
attending the election, which is expected to be held at 12:30 p.m.
and will continue to his campaign activities.

Miss Leone said she will also
mis one of the central goals of Miss Leone's
program.

Leone's is to create a
more

education: Matthew Minnicks,
business administration, and
William F. Lynch III.

His program includes work in
the academic, social,
representation, housing and
athletic areas. Minnicks and
William F. Lynch III.

They platform is divided into
eleven point platform with

Another project of Miss
Leone's is to create a "more
centralized"
program.

Another project of Miss
Leone's is to create a "more
centralized" job placement
bureau for graduate students
in the school. She said the present bureau is "insufficient" for graduate
student needs.

Miss Leone said she will also
seek to publish a joint com-
mittee with the law students to
receive "informational and
federal and the possibility of
both groups sitting on one
another's committees. She said
this final possibility might also
apply to the undergraduates
since "there is a lot of policy that
affects everyone."

Matthew Minnicks is running
in a five point program with Bill
Witt, another graduate business administration. He said
Wednesday that "the future of
education at our nation's leading
institutions lies in the develop-
ment and improvement of graduate programs. We at Notre
Dame should strive for the
realization of a graduate com-
monality whereby this university is
recognized not only as a football
power but as a leader in
advanced education."

His program includes work in
the academic, social,
representational, housing and
athletic areas. Minnicks and
William F. Lynch III.

Their platform is divided into
the future of the graduate school.

Playwright, critic keynote
Sophomore Literary Festival

continued on page 12

by Steve Lazar

The week long Sophomore Literary Festival at Notre
Dame, which started Thursday, will be be-
ning the Festival's tradition of
opening with a critic. Author of
the book "Homage to Catalonia",
Stoppard will ap-

continued on page 12

GSU presidential candidate Matthew Minnicks discusses campaign plans with running mate Bill Witt and Sister Eileen Muench

(Photograph courtesy of Bill Witt)

Americans pull back from Laos; watch for Cong buildup in DMZ

SAIGON (UPI)-U.S. forces
Thursday started pulling back
farther inside South Vietnam,
sharply cutting back the two
miles of the DMZ.

Signs were growing that the
North Vietnamese offensive that

cut short the South Vietnamese
offensive into Laos was moving
into South Vietnam. American
forces from support bases near
the Laotian border were reported by
sources in Saigon to be withdrawing
and proceeding toward the south.

The U.S. Command said eight
Americans were killed and seven
wounded Thursday in a series of
attacks on South Vietnamese troops.

The most costly fighting oc-
curred six miles north of Khe
Sanh, spokesman said. Com-

munist troops ambushed an
American patrol, killing five GIs
and wounding one. Three other
Americans were killed 15 miles
northwest of Khe Sahn when
North Vietnamese troops at-
tacked an armored patrol.

U.S. Command officials said
Thursday they are keeping a "close
watch" on Communist activity in
the northern half of the DMZ.

continued on page 12

Playwright Tom Stoppard

continued on page 12

Award-winning play, Rosen-
veld and Goldentara Are Dead,
Stoppard is also the author of a number of radio and

continued on page 12

of a number of radio and
television plays, some short
stories, and a novel, Lord
Malachi and Mr. Moon.

Stoppard was born in
Czechoslovakia in 1928 and came
to England where he began his
career as a journalist in the city of
Bristol. After a specialist career in
the theater and fiction, Stoppard has
achieved an international reputation with performances of

continued on page 12

of a number of radio and
television plays, some short
stories, and a novel, Lord
Malachi and Mr. Moon.
Celibacy defended by Hesburgh

Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, President of the University of Notre Dame strongly defended an unmarried Catholic clergy before an organization of Catholic priests which supports optional celibacy on Monday, March 15.

Giving the keynote address at the annual convention of the National Federation of Priests' Councils at the Holiday Inn, Hesburgh said, "This will seem unduly harsh, but the present crisis is such that we will not be able to do what must be done if we cannot count on total dedication in the evangelical tradition. I do not discount the possible contribution of married priests, particularly in certain areas of contemporary life, but they will not be the shock troops that will carry the day against the monumental powers of concupiscence that presently threaten the people of God."

Earlier in his talk, Fr. Hesburgh criticized the selection of bishops of "men who are safe, uncontroversial, favorably disposed to Rome and preferablyorian-educated, seminary rectors or canon lawyers or episcopal secretaries." In a word, generally those who will not make waves. In acknowledging some exceptions he later praised Cardinals John Dearden of Detroit and Lawrence Sheenan of Baltimore.

Father Hesburgh argued for the choice of bishops by the priests and people of a diocese. While the method has shortcomings, he observed, it is "self-corrective after people are made to live with their own bad choices and would avoid the horror human anomaly that exists in some dioceses in the world where the majority of the priests and people simply reject the ecclesiastical leader imposed upon them by the system." He also endorsed further study of the geographical diseases but to a specialized ministry, such as the inner city and rural poor.

Notre Dame's president, who is chairman of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, urged priests to consider the real issue of "war and peace, racial justice, human development across the world, the human and human potential, science and technology, the scandal of abortion, the crisis of the family by a growing cult and legalisation of abortion, Christian liberty and the draft for military service, which the modern world has produced." By citing passages from St. Thomas Aquinas and some contemporary theologians, Dr. Vogel concluded that a knowledge of the "personal presence causes noticeable differences of experience.

For those interested or considering marriage within the next year, The Office of Campus Ministry announces the 1971 Marriage Institute

THEME: Personal Growth in Marriage

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Washington, but the public is "fed up" with ineffective government, President Nixon yesterday said the Congress his much heralded plan to dismantle seven federal departments and replace them with four new superdepartments. The purpose of the most drastic shakeup of government bureaucracy in the nation's history, Nixon said, was to produce a converted into a federalized corporation.

Rex Johnston, a political analyst, said that Nixon is a "barbarian." He concluded that a knowledge of the "personal presence causes noticeable differences in experience.
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The federal government moved Thursday to review and possibly throw out the stiff contempt sentences imposed on defendants in the "Chicago Seven" riot conspiracy trial.

The U.S. attorney's office filed motion with the U.S. Court of Appeals asking a new hearing, by
Japanese firm may purchase US SST assets

WASHINGTON (UPI) — As the federal government and the Boeing Co. took steps yesterday to dismantle the U.S. supersonic transport program, the State Department acknowledged that a Japanese trading company had expressed interest in buying America's SST assets.

The White House said that no firm offer has been received, but other officials said the possibility of a Japanese bid to acquire the U.S. government's multimillion-dollar interest in the abandoned program was "one of the things that is in the wind."

A telegram from the Ataka Trading Co. of Tokyo was received Wednesday morning by Bertram W. Rein, deputy assistant secretary of state for transportation and telecommunications, a few hours before the Senate voted 21 to 46 to halt development of two SST prototypes.

One White House official said the Japanese had signaled an interest in obtaining government-owned SST technology — tools, drawings, research and development.

In Tokyo, Atara Takizawa, vice president of Ataka, denied his company had sounded out American officials about the SST. "I have had no offers and no contact," he said.

Industry officials said, however, that Wilson obviously would be receptive to any Japanese overture.

The State Department referred the Ataka telegram to the Transportation Department, which already had begun shutting down its SST program under William Magruder, the project manager.

Western firms to buy Russian SST

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) — Some free world airlines will buy Russia's version of the SST because Congress nullified the American plane, the chairman of a group representing 26 airlines said Thursday.

"If the Russians put on a concentrated sales effort they may well find they have a market place in the West," said Norman R. Parmet in an interview.

Parmet, head of the airlines' supersonic transport committee, said he had forecast a possible management from 26 air carriers, also said the federal government should refund more than $8 million invested by U.S. airlines in the Boeing SST.

"We never anticipated the government would cut off funding of the SST for national policy reasons," he said. "There may be some question about the airlines' legal avenue in getting the money back, but I think the government has a moral obligation to return the money to us since the project was canceled because Congress defeated the SST last year." Parmet said defeat of the U.S. SST by Congress "may force all of us to order the Russian version if it proves to be as good as they say it is."

Parmet said the Soviet Union might allow free world airlines to fly over its land in turn for buying its supersonic transport which already is flying between Western Europe and Japan and which could save up to $25 billion by flying over Russia.

The two U.S. internationally scheduled carriers, Pan American and TWA, made risk payments totaling $52 million to Boeing to help in the development of the SST prototype, he said, with risk payments by all U.S. airlines more than $85 million. He said the payments were "to show our faith in the program."
The University of Notre Dame has accepted $438,529 in awards for the fiscal year 1971-72 from the National Science Foundation to support high energy physics research directed by Dr. V. Paul Kenney, professor of physics. The group of seven physicists has found evidence that the proton is not the fundamental particle it was once believed to be, but is composed of smaller pieces called "partons."

Awards for research totaled $405,729, including the above grant and the following:
- $2,500 from the National Institute of Health for the "Development of Parasitic Nematodes in Vivo" by Dr. Paul W. Weinstein, professor of biology.
- $52,800 from Miles Laboratory, Inc. for "Care and Maintenance of Germfree Animals" in the Lucchessi Laboratory.
- $40,918 from the NIH for "Structure-Function Studies on Plassmon and Plasmin" by Dr. Francis J. Castellino, assistant professor of chemistry.
- $36,235 from the NIH for "Isoprenoid Metabolism in Dictera and Parasitic Hemip­ters" by Dr. Robert D. Rossini, assistant professor of biology.
- $14,985 from the U.S. Army for a study of "Magnus Effects on a Spinning Body of Revolution" by Dr. John D.Nicolaides, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering.

Awards for educational programs totaled $10,000 and included:
- Objects of art valued at $2,500 from Leonard Scheller for the University Art Gallery.
- $2,500 from the Press Foundation for the "Catalog for the Exhibit on the Age of Vasari" put on by the Art Gallery.
- $1,306 from the Ford Founda­tion for a "Faculty Seminar on China" directed by Dr. John Lyon, associate professor in the general program.
- $1,000 from the Women's Auxiliary Notre Dame Club of Chicago for a program in the department of marketing.
- $1,000 from the Aluminum Company of America for a program in "Industrial Design" directed by Frederick S. Beck­man, professor of art.
- $500 from Gilber's for a program in the department of accounting.
- $500 from the Touche Ross Foundation for a program in the department of accounting.
- Sylvania Electronic Products, Inc. donated equipment valued at $12,000 to the University for use by Dr. Mark W. Kenney, associate professor of civil engineering.

University announces grants

Food service changes

As a result of a meeting with the newly-formed Student Food Commission, Edmund Price, Director of Food Services, has made two alterations in the Food Service. Cold cereals will now be available at the Continental Breakfast.

After the semester break, the policy of serving two 0unce patties per meal instead, one 0unce patty will be served. These hamburgers will be of a better quality, due to a more efficient cooking process, which will provide for adequate drainage of grease.

These hamburgers will be distributed one at a time, but there will be no limit on the number available to each student.

Several other changes are being considered. When Script arrives, melons, corn on the cob, or fresh strawberries will be inserted, if available.

A plan is being discussed which would allow Sat., Lady breakfasts back to 9:00-9:15 A.M.

A possible change in soda companies is also under sur­vey.

Cavanaugh and St. Edward Hall students are requesting permission to eat at the South Dining Hall. Any halls which would collectively prefer eating at the South Dining Hall and are presently eating at the North Dining Hall are asked to contact Mr. Price.

Mr. Price would appreciate any response to the above changes through the Feedback in the Dining Halls.

Halls are requesting permission to eat at the South Dining Hall. Any halls which would collectively prefer eating at the South Dining Hall and are presently eating at the North Dining Hall are asked to contact Mr. Price.

Mr. Price would appreciate any response to the above changes through the Feedback in the Dining Halls.

A REPRESENTATIVE FROM DEPAUL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS WILL BE ON THE NOTRE DAME CAMPUS MARCH 29 TO DISCUSS MBA AND MS IN TAXATION PROGRAMS

Interested students should contact the Placement Office for details.

The worlds great small car. See, drive and buy at

Bertels Volkswagen Inc.
US 31 N.

To be fair, he was not totally taken with some of my habits either—especially my hobby, (I collect et allus trues and had, as that time, nearly 400,000 of them in our room.)

See, when the student grew steadily noiser between Ringling and me, and they might actually have reached the breaking point had not we each happened to receive a package from home one day. Ringling opened his package first, smiled shyly at me and offered me a gift.

"Thank you," I said. "What is it?"

"Yak butter," he said. "You put it in your hair. In Tibet we call it "pee voo kidan""

"Well now, that's mighty friendly," I said and offered him a gift from my package.

"Thank you," he said. "What is it?"

"A can of Miller High Life Beer," I said.

"I will try it at once," he said and did.

"Not bad," he said.

"It is even better when you open the can," I said and showed him how.

He consumed it forthwith. "Wowowow!" he cried. "Never have I known such mallowness, smoothness, ambenness and general euphoria!"

"Have another," I said.

"Oh, I must not!" he cried. "Obviously a beverage of such splen­dor is made only for rare occasions and is therefore difficult to obtain and costly beyond the reckoning of it."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," I said. "Miller High Life is brewed every single day by plain decent folks just like you and me and is avail­able everywhere at a price well within the most modest of budgets."

"Golly," he said. "Feet of makes a man feel humble."

"Yes, don't it?" I said.

Then silently we clasped hands, friends at last. I am proud to say we remain friends to this day. We exchange cards each Christmas and each Fourth of July, firecrackers.

We, the plain decent folks who brew Miller High Life Beer for plain decent folks like you, also bring you this plain decent column every week through the school year.

---

St. Mary's & Notre Dame students eligible for Student Teaching during the 1st semester 1971-72 should come and apply in room 320, Madeleva.

Application deadline - Friday, April 9

---
SST Defeat: A Win for Everybody

The recent defeat of the SST will doubtlessly be marked down as one of the most serious errors. Despite the Administration’s dishonorable attempt to obfuscate the economics of the issue, fifteen of our House Senators, including seventeen of the President’s own party, wisely voted against continuing the mishapen SST project.

The defeat was a well-deserved one from the start. Aside from being a danger to the environment and a pain in the neck for those desiring to build a big jet. The Nixon Administration for the recent development of French and Soviet models will serve nicely for those who truly desire such a rapid trip across the continents; for the U.S. to build such a device would be an expensive redundancy.

Nor is the issue of national prestige a valid one. The United States has won as many friends by standing behind ecological stability as it ever would have by building a big jet. In the business community, our prestige would not be heightened by such an expensive venture in the midst of a nation wide recession.

At once the most compelling - and the most false - argument of the Nixon Administration for the SST is that it would create tens of thousands of new jobs in an industry presently forced to lay off employees. That contention, dismissed by Nixon spokesmen in Senate hearings, has been refuted by such distinguished economists as Milton Friedman, and Nobel Prize winner Dr. Paul Samuelson. The expensive project, according to these experts, would have a negligible effect on the aerospace industry.

If the Nixon Administration is truly interested in the plight of the aerospace workers, it ought to provide for immediate unemployment benefits for those workers who are laid off during the current industrial crisis. Presently, those workers are forced to wait fully three weeks for benefits for those workers who are laid off.

We hope, then, that this defeat of the SST will indicate a renewed commitment in the Senate to projects that are both ecologically sound and worth their price to everyone.

Vandalism: A Loss for Everyone

Reports indicating another break out of vandalism are bad news. Y’know? Vandalism is a crime for which there is no defense, and no excuse. And no reason. The early Vandals joined the Goths, Visigoths, and later the Huns to loot Rome; it is ironic to see current vandals pester this alleged makeshift paradise, could devote time in the presidency to anything but arresting crime and curing disease at this unfortunate moment.

So we learn, tragically late, that Krashna could be effective here on campus if he wanted to be. But a larger and more cosmic vision was effective.

The Krashna Administration is soon to pass into sweet oblivion; let it be noted that it did not pass without a goal or a defense fired by the singular man who headed that crew. The late McKenna, Krashna’s predecessor, could not leave without a grand and white salute of Sophistry, the Scholastic, and Krashna, too, concocted his own peculiar signoff! But Krashna’s signoff, unlike McKenna’s, was imbued with his own personal combination of boldness and dignity. And it echoed that characteristic most underplayed and most overwhelmed in last year’s administration - Krashna’s own strange dignity amid his own peculiar boldness.

Vandalism is a crime for which there is no defense, and no excuse. And no reason. The early Vandals joined the Goths, Visigoths, and later the Huns to loot Rome; it is ironic to see current vandals pester this alleged makeshift paradise, could devote time in the presidency to anything but arresting crime and curing disease at this unfortunate moment.

So we learn, tragically late, that Krashna could be effective here on campus if he wanted to be. But a larger and more cosmic vision was effective.

The Krashna Administration is soon to pass into sweet oblivion; let it be noted that it did not pass without a goal or a defense fired by the singular man who headed that crew. The late McKenna, Krashna’s predecessor, could not leave without a grand and white salute of Sophistry, the Scholastic, and Krashna, too, concocted his own peculiar signoff! But Krashna’s signoff, unlike McKenna’s, was imbued with his own personal combination of boldness and dignity. And it echoed that characteristic most underplayed and most overwhelmed in last year’s administration - Krashna’s own strange dignity amid his own peculiar boldness.

In an otherwise dreary publication known, at least for the time being, as the New Voice Krashna managed to slip in a quietly magnificent effort, and as such, apparently he enjoyed the state of what he called W.E.B. DuBois called the “problem of the color line,” but just as much on Hitler as on Kisszazza, what he himself believed to be the most false polemic, ostensibly on the state of what he, quoting W.E.B. DuBois called the “problem of the color line.” He does establish the fact that he believes them to be true. If he believes them to be true, the nature and direction of his statements. Two pages of an otherwise meritorious publication become Dave Krashna speaking, honestly, directly, and with eloquent simplicity, on a subject he holds dear.
The following interview with Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas was conducted Thursday, March 11, as the Justice was driven from St. Joseph's County Airport to the campus. The questions were prepared and presented by OBSERVER Managing Editor Don Ruane.

Observer: Several area papers have quoted you on your decision concerning the selective C.O. The quote was "we have done an injustice to the philosophy of the First Amendment and are stepping back...". Could you elaborate on that, sir?

Douglas: Well, it's a question that, at the Constitutional level, has never been answered by the Court. The Court has had a lot of, over the years, dictum about it and in the recent Macbride case decided back in, oh, about forty years ago, that Hughes wrote an opinion, and it was a dissenting opinion, but what he said on this point was a dictive and he was joined by Holmes, Brandeis and Stone. The four of them said that this man should not be denied his citizenship because he had a selective idea about what is a just war and what is an unjust war. He'd fight a just war but wouldn't fight an unjust war, and that's what this opinion is past that in this opinion this past.

But it's a new question for the Court. It's the first time a man has been denied citizenship because he had a selective idea about whether it was a just war. The First Amendment which puts conscience above the law, the right of conscience, is supposed to be able to differ, not on little things, but on things that we said in one opinion, go to the very heart of the system. Belief has been a test of democracy in the past when there were no laws; when there were no laws to enforce prolix or investigation. The First Amendment is the question, "Do you believe in the United Nations?" well, the constitutional answer is that it's none of your business. I mean what you believe in. What he does is the business of the other fellow.

Observer: Last semester I had a crisis of conscience. I wanted to do nothing regarding free press and fair trial. I didn't want to do anything about this because of certain trials now in progress, but I was wondering if you think that there's enough of this sort of prosecution to force one to have any ethical grounds to make a further investigation of the court. That's what would reflect on either attorney or on the court?

Douglas: My view of the attorney is my view of the police, and you and I think we have a pretty good law association. 'I'm just not making the opposite, for the state of the area of the country, the far west. We have the best police force in the United States. The judges out there are elected by the people and not appointed. They are state citizens as well as being involved in politics. The governor names a judge to fill a vacancy and then the man runs in the next election. If he's elected he runs in and he runs the state of the people. One in state law is involved in politics. The FBI lives under our jurisdiction in the region. The FBI is the most efficient police force in the world. I think that FBI has set up schools for state police all over the country and police come to the FBI and to some degree of some tremendous presidential surges, you know, on the other side and he is a new book on the FBI and we have a pretty good book on their selected good books that I would recommend this as a national system, at least, as far as state affairs are concerned.

Douglas: I wouldn't think so necessarily. That came in during the '30's under the emphasis of Andrew Jackson. The election of judges was a part of the early so-called Democratic movement to impose the doctrine of the states. Democracy is to impose the doctrine of the states. Democracy is spread until three-fourths of the states now have judges. I wouldn't think that the system, whereby the states are permitted to experiment is probably good. There are different ways and there is no way of doing it right.

Observer: What is your opinion on methadone centers?

Douglas: I don't know. I have the feeling that a very large percentage of all crimes are related directly or indirectly to narcotics. I just don't know. I'm not enough of an expert in what should be done, but I think that narcotics probably is a central problem of the law at this time. Not lightening up penalties for those who participate in these things, but trying to get to some new and different approach to the victims, what would work and what wouldn't. I don't just know. I think that's the place where the greatest advance on the criminal front could be made. A guy on dope, he needs $40, $50, $60 a week. He has to steal.

Observer: Would you offer some ideas on what new developments in crime and crime prevention we might be able to witness in the next few years?

Douglas: I don't know. I'm too far removed from that. Now, there are people in Washington who are abreast of that. Our Chief Justice is the head of our judicial conference, but the other members of the Court, we don't get into it. We don't study it except if we read it in the newspapers or see it in cases. There are committees of the American Bar dealing with this. I'm not enough of an expert there.

Observer: What do you think, other than money, might need to be done to improve the prison system?

Douglas: I don't know. I've been hoping for many years that we could introduce into the prisons, some degree of rehabilitation techniques for rehabilitation. Here again I am not an expert, but I am. I have been at dinner tables, receptions and other social events around Washington. I gather that 50 or per cent of some in prison are not curable by known techniques. They're we call a psychotic. But the 50 per cent are curable. (That's what the people of analysis, psychiatry, hypnosis as well as work, investigation would not be productive.

At the time of his death, Tim was a member and assistant in the departments of sociology and social sciences at the University of California at Irvine. He was engaged in research and discussion class on the Irvine Corporation, a company which, because of extensive and broad holdings, is a very powerful factor in Orange County and the state. He was a close friend of Dr. McCarr's, a Macfarren, who gave the Observer the following article on Tim's death. The article appeared in yesterday's on McCarr's death, the Observer excerpted from Casey's article. For which reason we are not the same as the former.

Charlotte Casey

On Tim McCarr

Charlotte Casey is a former student at Mary's College. She has been active in the women's liberation movement as well as the People's Treaty movement. She was a close friend of McCarr's, a Macfarren, and gave the Observer the following article on McCarr's death. For which reason we are not the same as the former.

I've been here at the Observer for a while now and I had a fairly good working relationship with the editor. Now, this being the case, I was thinking along the lines of what it means to be features editor.

First of all, I think the term "editor" somewhat incongruous since it implies a measure of discretion and decision. The term "features" is nice, but I chose good from bad, one prints or divided into the prisons, some degree of rehabilitation techniques for rehabilitation. Here again I am not an expert, but I have been at dinner tables, receptions and other social events around Washington. I gather that 50 per cent of some in prison are not curable by known techniques. They're we call a psychotic. But the 50 per cent are curable. (That's what the people of analysis, psychiatry, hypnosis as well as work, investigation would not be productive.

At the time of his death, Tim was a member and assistant in the departments of sociology and social sciences at the University of California at Irvine. He was engaged in research and discussion class on the Irvine Corporation, a company which, because of extensive and broad holdings, is a very powerful factor in Orange County and the state. He was a close friend of Dr. McCarr's, a Macfarren, and gave the Observer the following article on McCarr's death. For which reason we are not the same as the former.
Calley waiting termed 'cruel';
judge to ask progress report

PT. BENNING, Ga. (UPI) The judge in the My Lai murder court martial of Lt. William L. Calley said Thursday he will call the jury back into the courtroom for a progress report Monday if a verdict still has not been reached by then.

The six officer panel has been deliberating the case for nine days and defense attorney George W. Latimer has charged that it is "cruel and unusual punishment to keep this boy waiting, waiting, waiting, for a verdict that could spell for him the difference between life and death.

Col. Reid W. Kennedy, the judge, answered that the jury should spend "as much time as necessary to fully evaluate the case," but said he will recall the jurors and ask them the reason for the holdup if there is still no verdict by Monday.

A co-d. pane room draped for a progress report, Thursday and the accompanying gloom seemed to lengthen the long hours of waiting. Kennedy spent part of the time playing bridge with newsmen, but Calley was nowhere in evidence. The 27 year old defendant last appeared in court Wednesday afternoon to be present for the re-reading of some testimony. He was puffy-eyed, and one of his attorneys said he had not slept the previous night.

The jurors, too, were showing evidence of strain. Shortly after returning from lunch Thursday Capt. Ronald Salem, the junior member of the court martial panel, walked angrily from the deliberation room with the jury's big 30 cup coffee pot in his hands.

He admitted from the witness stand that he was angry, but said he had so orders from his commander, Capt. Ernest L. Medina. This was denied by Medina, who also has been or­dered to stand court martial.

Notes from all over

The University of Notre Dame today announced the setting up of a $500,000 Knights of Columbus Scholarship Fund.

Announcement of the half-million dollar gift to the University was made in 1967 on the occasion of turning over the old Notre Dame Post Office building to the council to be refurbished as its meeting rooms.

The money given the University came from the Council's Building Corporation, established some 50 years ago to provide campus quarters for the group, chartered at Notre in 1910 as the first college council in the Knights of Columbus order.

Income from the endowed fund will cover the cost of educating young men for the priesthood in the Congregation of Holy Cross and provide financial assistance to Notre Dame undergraduate students.

Fifty-four per cent of the un­dergraduate students at Notre Dame are sharing in $5, 383,512 in financial aid of all types during the 1970-71 school year.

The Rev. James T. Burtchaell, C.S.C., provost of the University of Notre Dame, will speak at the opening session of the Indiana State Meeting of the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) on April 2 in the Center for Continuing Education. The Rev. Dan O'Neil, C.S.C., Notre Dame, is state chairman of NAFSA.

Other speakers will include Cassandra Pyle, assistant to the dean of foreign admission and study at University of Chicago; Harald W. Lauver, Department of Immigration and Naturalization Service, Hammond, Ind.; Nicholas Patman, midwest director of the Institute of International Education, and Richard Mayer, director of the English Language Center at West Badin, Ind.

Dr. George N. Shuster, assistant to the president at Notre Dame, will speak at the final session. His remarks will be preceded by talks by G. James Haas, NAFSA chairman at Indiana University, Bloomington, and Mr. Richard Rembold, South Bend Hospitality chairman for international students.

Sister Marita teaches children in grades 1 to 3. She specializes in improving their reading. She needs volunteers who can work 8:30-12:00 or 12-3:00 once a week. There is not any teaching but there is much personal contact with the children. Simply call Sister Marita at 236-047 any evening between 6-36-00.

See Hoosier Hyster for an advertisement on how to make your home look better.
Alumni Relations reaching out

The Student Alumni Relations Group (SARG) has taken a look at itself and its methods in an attempt to reach more parents and alumni, according to Mike Jordan, Assistant Secretary of the Alumni Association. It has had "mild success in its three years, but not the success we had hoped for," Jordan said. It is planning to give its representatives more leeway in their contacts with alumni, he added.

At its meeting last night at the Alumni Club, the SARG announced plans to allow the travelling teams of student speakers to decide the format of their talks. Some may choose the present format while others may decide on the innovation suggested at the meeting. The latter takes the form of a presentation, followed by questions from the alumni.

The present procedure entails a short introduction by the students followed by questions. The idea of the presentation, rather than an introduction, would revolve around the students' concept of the university, rather than specific campus issues, such as a judicial reform or drug abuse. The issues would surface during the question-and-answer period. In the presentation, the students will try to help the Lumnii relate to the Notre Dame student of today. Each speaker will "talk the university" and what it means to him.

SARG has separated itself from any public relations program and seeks to fill the void of student-alumni contact. With active communication in mind, the group seeks not to convince but to explain what is happening today.

A number of the members related their personal feelings, gained through experience at alumni gatherings. There was some discussion of the value of the promotional film "Shake up the Irish," which was shown at some of the get-togethers. Some felt that this movie failed to give a true look at N.D. while others felt it was an aid in that it provided basic information allowing rapid entrance into more vital matters when the questions began.

Some admitted a certain alumni hostility around issues, though this atmosphere was eased after further discussion in most cases.

Ed Davey, one of the group's members who has recently returned from an alumni talk, felt that most of the alumni were "extremely interested" in what was happening on campus. Though some disagreed with recent changes, Davey said, they at least were "up on the innovations."

There was no question of differences of opinions, but those who did disagree shouldn't be written off Davey added. Many of these opponents were pure of heart and providing comment at these informal student alumni sessions, Davey said. These diverse attitudes should be cultivated, the group agreed, allowing the alumni to assume a larger role in campus activity.

Black Studies dept. approved

Confirmation of University Provost's response to the proposal for a department of black studies has been received by Dr. Joseph Scott, Director of the Black Studies Program. Dr. Scott said yesterday that he recently received a letter from Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University President, confirming University President, confirming recent efforts were underway to hire the program director. He also said Fr. Hesburgh agrees with the idea that the program director should be chairman of the Black Studies Committee.

The Faculty Senate passed a resolution to formally join in that program, which had been studied for several years. Faculty members have been aware of the program since its inception, but have been waiting for the administration's approval.

This summer, the students will try to help the Lumnii relate to the Notre Dame student of today. Each speaker will "talk the university" and what it means to him.

SARG has separated itself from any public relations program and seeks to fill the void of student-alumni contact. With active communication in mind, the group seeks not to convince but to explain what is happening today.

A number of the members related their personal feelings, gained through experience at alumni gatherings. There was some discussion of the value of the promotional film "Shake up the Irish," which was shown at some of the get-togethers. Some felt that this movie failed to give a true look at N.D. while others felt it was an aid in that it provided basic information allowing rapid entrance into more vital matters when the questions began.

Some admitted a certain alumni hostility around issues, though this atmosphere was eased after further discussion in most cases.

Ed Davey, one of the group's members who has recently returned from an alumni talk, felt that most of the alumni were "extremely interested" in what was happening on campus. Though some disagreed with recent changes, Davey said, they at least were "up on the innovations."

There was no question of differences of opinions, but those who did disagree shouldn't be written off Davey added. Many of these opponents were pure of heart and providing comment at these informal student alumni sessions, Davey said. These diverse attitudes should be cultivated, the group agreed, allowing the alumni to assume a larger role in campus activity.

Continental Hair Styling Inc. Has Moved To 1321 E. McKinley Hwy. Mishawaka (approx. 2 miles east of Town & Country Shopping Center) serving the ND students in all hair care needs for 3 yrs, Call Now for appt. 259-7679

NDSMC STUDENT UNION
Applications for the positions of

ACADEMIC COMMISSIONER
SERVICES COMMISSIONER
CULTURAL ARTS COMMISSIONER
SOCIAL COMMISSIONER

May be picked up in the Student Union Office, 4th Floor LaFortune today and Monday, until 5:00 pm. They must be returned to this office by Tuesday at 5:00 pm.

All positions open to SMC. For information, Bill McGrath 7757 or 234 5262

Summer School.
For those of you who don't want to give up one for the other.

Applications for membership are now accepted for the

KENNEDY INSTITUTE

Membership is open to ND SMC students.
Interested students should send name and address to 628 Flanner.

Summer Sessions at the University of California offer college students and teachers a choice of courses for credit as wide as most colleges offer during the regular semester.
Each campus has the facilities and environment to which the most academic-minded student can relate.
There are 2 six-week sessions at Berkeley, U.C.L.A. and Davis. And sessions of various lengths at Irvine, Riverside, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz, and Santa Cruz.
All of them start in mid-June, fees for each ranging from $125 to $160.
For an application and a bulletin on one or more campuses, just fill out this coupon and mail it to:
570 University Hall, University of California, Berkeley, Calif. 94720
□ Berkeley □ Davis □ Irvine □ Riverside □ San Diego □ Santa Barbara □ Santa Cruz □ U.C.L.A.
I am a □ student, □ teacher at:
I am interested in these courses:

Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Observer News Meeting
ND and SMC staffs
6:30 pm Sunday, March 28
Room 2D, La Fortune

Applications for membership are now accepted for the

Kennedy Institute
Irish cagers set records

Notre Dame, Ind. — Notre Dame's basketball team may have fallen short of its NCAA Tournament goals, but the Irish cagers and All-American Austin Carr did a considerable amount of record-setting during the season.

Johnny Dee's cagers finished the campaign with an 18-12 record after losing two games in the NCAA Midwest Regional Tournament at Wichita last weekend. The Irish won their NCAA opener over Iowa State, and the Southwest Conference champions.

The win total gave the Irish cagers their straight 20- victory plus a season, a feat never accomplished prior to the arrival of Carr, Collis Jones and company.

"This was very impressive since our schedule was considerably tougher than what the previous seasons were," said Dee. The Irish cagers played 18 teams that gained post-season tournament bids and posted victories over Southeastern Conference champion Kentucky and Pacific Eight winner UCLA, an NCAA finalist along with Villanova, another ND opponent.

The Irish were ranked 12th in the final AP poll and 15th in UPI while playing before a record 289,143 fans, an average of 10,218 per game. Included in the all-attendance were 12 sellout crowds, two over 17,000 and a record 19,500 in Madison Square Garden.

Carr, named College Player of the Year by both the Associated Press and United Press International, finished his senior season with 1,103 points, just five less than a year ago. Carr still became only the second player in collegiate history to score 1,000 or more points in two seasons and his career average of 34.5 in second behind Pete Maravich. He was also the second past two years in the national scoring race with 31.1 and 29.9 averages.

The Washington D.C. native finished with 2,560 career points, the fifth best effort in college basketball. Carr also scored 289 points in seven NCAA tournament games, an average of 43.2, well ahead of the record of 33.7 but one shy of the required number of games (eight).

Carr, of course, holds all major Notre Dame scoring records and District Four All-American Collins Jones moved into fifth place in the nation with 245 points. Jones finished with a 25.1 average this year plus a near record 382 rebounds (13.1 avg.).

Although the Irish were knocked out of the NCAA Tournament, they displayed some great team spirit throughout the season and once again came together when they scored 25-2 against the toughest competition in the country. In so doing, they also set a new attendance mark of 17,000.


CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Mail or come by Observer office.
For information call 747-1351.

WANTED
Wanted - 1 good typist for a summer job. Call 233-4035.

TRAVEL
Cruise to Bahamas Islands for Easter Vacation $100 for 4 days. Includes: scuba diving, snorkeling, nights in port at West End and Freeport, meals and sleeping accommodations Ages 18-25. For more information write Vic Hordell, P.O. Box 882, Cocoa Beach, Florida, 32931.

FOR SALE

STEREO DISCOUNTS PIONEER SX-990 $239.95 PIONEER SX-770 $199.00 Koss PRO-4A HEADPHONES LIST $50 DISC. $34.95 ALSO DISCOUNTS ON OTHER EQUIPMENT ETC. 1015 E. NATIVE RECORDERS, SEXY BENDER ALLOW 15-15 DAYS DELIVERY CALL MARK 1591

'66 Chev. Impala-2 dr. hardtop-283 V8 automatic, power steering, air, cheap $650-call 289-2784 after 5 p.m.

'65 Harmony 12 string w/case-make-over offer Bill 3283

6 Ford Cheap Must sell this weekend 12/24. Excel shape LOST

Lost from S.E. Dining Hall: Calk. Text, Eng. Mandarin, 3 note books, name & room number in each. Reward.

Want to take a trip to EUROPE this summer? A chambered by the NATIONAL UNION OF STUDENTS, and DON'T BE LATE! Approach 650 friends available for round trips between London & N.Y. $800 disc. for $245. Many other benefits (travel passes, hotel discounts, etc.) Also available. For info. or application call Tom 282-2250 from 5-10 p.m. Mon-Fri.

HOSTESSES WANTED
ND Dining Halls currently seeking volunteer hostesses to greet Notre Dame men as they arrive for our Hawaiian Night Dinner on April 17. Please call 283-7253 during office hours for info.

ROMA'S RESTAURANT ROOM DELIVERY
Open til 4 a.m.
PIZZA - SANDWICHES
JOHN ON THE ORGAN
NIGHTLY
Chili, Burritos, Lips
Friday & Saturday
Tel. 234-3236
Hockey team set for "next year"

by Vic Dor

Observer Sports Writer

"I was quite pleased with the results of this season," Smith said yesterday in his office in the Observer Sportswriter. "We had a good season and it sees action next on the Notre Dame's Association."

Kline, who is entering his 38th season and precocious with his highly capable assistant, Tim McNeill, have brought the Irish defenseman on the club this year Army. All invited to share in the Fighting Irish's 1-0 victory over Michigan State and Wisconsin and finished

Last Monday, while many of their peers biffed in the sand, Planners and other tropical climes, the 1971 Notre Dame Lacrosse Club opened up its spring season in the chill of southern Ohio.

With a decisive display of ice stick handling and precious few goals against them, the apart from being their constant. The Notre Dame's ac-

"Before the tournament I had no expectations. Half a year ago I was probably our most disappointed fencer and it's obviously one of the most

"Doug was probably our most disappointed fencer and it's understandable in that he has defeated everyone with whom he finished above him this season the

But while outside practice will likely go on through the end of this mild slump, Kline found his team in need of some

"It was, for instance, perhaps the only real difficulty to plague the ND team on its annual spring trip. The Irish played 10 games in Florida and Arizona, and of palm trees and sand. But mention it to Joe's Lake. All invited to share in the Fighting Irish's 1-0 victory over Michigan State and Wisconsin and finished
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Continued from page 1

not rule out so called protective reaction strikes against newly built artillery and rocket sites in the six mile wide strip which separates the two Vietnams.

In Washington, the Pentagon said U.S. aerial reconnaissance showed that North Vietnamese had moved big guns and rockets inside the Demilitarized Zone between North and South Viet­ nam in the biggest buildup there in years.

The Pentagon indicated this posed a possible threat to Khe Sanh in the biggest buildup there in years.

American soldiers were pulling out of the Khe Sanh base Thursday for the second time in drain pipe. The U.S. Marines evacuated the half mile by one mile plateau on Jan. 30 for the Laos operation.

The U.S. Army evacuated the half mile by one mile plateau on Jan. 30 for the Laos operation.

A constant stream of giant C130 "Hercules" transports was carrying men and material back to Da Nang and other southern bases.

Thursday that 54 Americans were killed in action last week, nine more than the previous week. U.S. combat dead since Jan. 1961 now total 44,730.

The figures showed 7,750 Communist troops killed during the week for the highest enemy toll since the Cambodian in­ cursion began in May of last year. South Vietnamese forces lost 637 killed for the week, spokesmen said.

American soldiers were pulling out of the Khe Sanh base Thursday for the second time in drain pipe. The U.S. Marines evacuated the half mile by one mile plateau on Jan. 30 for the Laos operation.

The U.S. Army evacuated the half mile by one mile plateau on Jan. 30 for the Laos operation.

A constant stream of giant C130 "Hercules" transports was carrying men and material back to Da Nang and other southern bases.

continued from page 1) president employs on the American public.

The Nixon Doctrine is out­ dated, according to Hoopes, because the United States no longer has to defend any threatened country if the U.S. military are deployed directly toward the United States.

Hoopes pointed to the futility of the SALT talks, (Strategic Arms Limitation Talks), as another error in the Nixon ad­ ministration. He said that after 26 months these talks “have not gone beyond a mutual examination of opposing positions.”

He described both of the ad­ ministrations major military decisions as failures. In Cambodia, he pointed out, has gone from a brief offensive to an all out war, including a siege of its capital Phnom-Penh and the Laotian invasion failed miserably, even with the support of American air power.

Citing an apparent discrepancy in the President’s remarks of last Monday night, Hoopes noted that Nixon had felt the Laotian in­ vasion was a success because the South Vietnam troops were able to defend themselves. Yet, he pointed out, the president or­ dered a quick and orderly with­ drawal with the threat of a sequel. Looking toward the future, Hoopes sees a change in foreign policy due to a number of reasons. Citing the fact that the Khrımien “menace” no longer exists because Communism has been “Fragmented” and that massive nuclear power has virtually eliminated the threat of all out war, Hoopes indicated that perhaps the United States could soon turn its attention toward Vietnam.

continued from page 3) president to work with his cabinet and the Congress on the final coeducation report. He also advocated full voting privileges for graduate students on all university committees and councils pertaining to graduate education. He said a “definitive statement” defining the direction of the entire Notre Dame com­ munity should be included in the final cooperation report.

Another proposal by Brogan and Lynch would change the name of the G.S.U. to Graduate Student Government and move its offices from the Administration building into the student center. The two governments would merge allowing them to approach the administration with their “mutual grievances.”

Brogan said he will keep many of the programs, such as life in­ surance, that came under Lorimer’s administration. He said that the living conditions must be improved. He recom­ mended the expansion of the University Village as a “partial answer to the deplorable housing conditions in South Bend.”

The facilities available to graduate women must be ex­ panded according to Brogan. He said he was particularly con­ cerned with the infirmary where “women are not given beds even when they are available,” he said.

Brogan’s final point was that mutual grievances of any graduate program and a statement of that department’s status to any candidate applying for the program in question.

Chicago 7

Continued from page 3)

1301 Edson Rd.
0.4 mile east of A.C.C.I. - Ph. 282-2221
Expenses if Desired

AWARD WINNING **STYLI**

For Junior & Sophomore
St. Marys Students
Paid position for
Student Advisor to Freshman.

Office of Director of Counseling

Benefits include
- $250 per semester applied to room and board
- Inservice Education Program - covers all aspects of counseling - receives academic credit (2 per semester) for senior.

Must apply by Wednesday, March 31. Either stop in the Student Personnel Office for an application or call 685 for additional information.

Applications for the following cabinet positions are available in the Student Government office this week:

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

HUMAN AFFAIRS
COMMUNITY RELATIONS

HALL LIFE
OFF-CAMPUS

PUBLIC RELATIONS
JUDICIAL COOR.

OMBUDSMAN
RECRUITMENT ACTIVITIES

Applications should be sent to John Barkett, 354 Morrissey. Deadline is today, Friday March 26

(Call 6111 for job description)